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Abstract 
Under the spectrum of identity crisis, the village becomes, in the collective mind, the quintessence of traits of a spiritual space. 
Hence, the acute need of authenticity and the tendency of intensifying the journalistic approaches, reminding sometimes of the 
neorealist trend in cinematography. Reconstituting the present is the topic of a constant oscillation between hyperaesthetic and 
anti-hyperaesthetic (in order to avoid the idyllic evocation), real-imaginary (as it is and as it was the functioning of variants in 
which folk creations and implicitly, folk reconstitutions being considered as inevitable), objectivity- bias (negative journalism 
being a side of a practice that becomes more and more aggressive). The reconstitution of the present in the rural space implies 
difficulties in selecting the identification marks: topic, characters and symbolic space. Their approach is carried out through the 
respect of life ritualization, having as a central focus point the identity issue and the study of social relationships. At a brief 
analysis of human resources employed directly in radiophonic production at Regional Radio Romania we arrived at the following 
data that can give us a clue on the profile of the journalist at the regional public radio: 
The demographic profile of the public results from the audience surveys carried out at national level and analyzed by Gold Group 
of the Romanian Society of Radio-broadcasting. The Editorial Profile. The regional public radio and the public radio specialized 
in reflecting rural civilization are the promoters of keeping an archive, of maintaining the authentic musical record library with 
the help of which we can reconstitute the spiritual profile for the Romanian rural environment and with the help of which we can 
reconstruct “the social face”( Erving Goffman). Oral history has the greatest impact by radiophonic broadcasts, because it is 
based upon the creation of empathy, an immediate reaction to direct style. It constitutes itself as identity discourse. Identity and 
memory are inter-conditioned. Collective memory is a meta-memory, a complex social representation. It is a model of valuation, 
endowed with a role of community pedagogy (M. Halbwachs). Radiophonic broadcasts on the rural environment are a memorial 
story and constitute themselves in a projection of identity. Through them, through the tendency of recovery of patterns, society 
can avoid and win over the identity crisis. 
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1. Introduction 
The Romanian village, as universe of investigation and mediation through radio waves was and still is a space of 
returns, of reiteration of identity elements in frameworks imposed by social drama. Under the spectrum of identity 
crisis, the village becomes, in the collective mind, the quintessence of traits of a spiritual space. Hence, the acute 
need of authenticity and the tendency of intensifying the journalistic approaches, reminding sometimes of the 
neorealist trend in cinematography. 
And, with the invocation of the same fear of installation of the identity crisis, the Romanian village lets itself be 
investigated by journalists more or less specialized in the domain, because it has an image easily reflected in a 
radiophonic broadcast.  It is at first sight an accessible “scene” with a tint of inclusion (proverbial hospitality), with 
social actors, who have clearly defined social roles and who act according to a prescribed behavioral code, 
transmitted from generation to generation. 
Reconstituting the present is the topic of a constant oscillation between hyperaesthetic and anti-hyperaesthetic (in 
order to avoid the idyllic evocation), real-imaginary (as it is and as it was the functioning of variants in which folk 
creations and implicitly, folk reconstitutions being considered as inevitable), objectivity- bias (negative journalism 
being a side of a practice that becomes more and more aggressive). 
2. The village world – a radiophonic topic The World ab initio 
The first official radiophonic broadcast was transmitted on the 1st of November 1928. In March 1925 Professor 
Dragomir Hurmuzescu had founded the Association of Radiophony Friends. In Oltenia, on the last Sunday of the 
month of September 1926 it was released the first radiophonic broadcast in Craiova. The broadcast lasted for half an 
hour and contained a folk music mini-concert interpreted live with following instruments: flute, leaf, violins and 
clarinet.  
The radio-station had a power of 100 watts and was received on a 100 km ray- distance. In October 1926 in a 
correspondence with Romanians in Timoc Valley he confirms its reception beyond the Danube. The studio was 
improvised in some hayricks (Oltenian phonic isolation!). but it functioned and it confirmed the pre-eminence of the 
broadcast and the public preferences: informative discourse and musical sequences from the rural area. 
In 1930the national radio station inaugurated the broadcast entitled “Villagers Hour”. In 1954 there were 
inaugurated Cluj (on the 15th of March) and Craiova (on the 6th of June) regional radio stations. 
What is constituted in specialized editorial segments for the village world will become the specificity of regional 
radio station, - that is the proximity of information and the rural environment. 
After 1990, “Antena Satelor”/”Villages Antenna” will be founded first as regional radio station, then as national 
radio station (the first broadcast was released on the 25th of December 1991). It is the only radio station specialized 
in the world by its reflection of the rural civilization. 
The audience of regional public radio stations and of the national radio station Villages Antenna certifies the 
horizon of expectations of the rural public. 
The academician Eugen Simion draw the attention in 1999 (România profundă, p.2) on the fact that „there is a 
rural world, there is a traditional culture and, I like to think that, there is even a strong national feeling in the strata 
of Romanian society. It lives mostly in town, practices handmade or intellectual jobs, keeps focused on own jobs, 
and from time these people lament themselves, but they do not despair. Even though quiet and forgotten, this world 
makes the entire Romanian world function.” 
The impact of broadcasts for villages in the urban environment is notable. The market quota at national level of 
the Villages Antenna is of 7%, that is the 5th place at national level. 
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In the rural environment, the market quota is of 11.7% (second place at national level). Regional Radio Romania 
occupies even more comfortable positions: 27% at national level. 
 According to the survey carried out by the University of Bucharest - FJSC and presented within the International 
Conference „Media programming and media consumption in the rural word” ( Dincă, 20089th-20th February, 2009, 
Bucharest), Radio Romania (national public radio station) retains a percentage of 29.7% amongst the favorite radio 
stations, and as target-public, the farmers represent a percentage of 33.3%. 
What maintains the interest for this domain of investigation (the rural world) is the ritualization of life, social 
dramaturgy and role identities. 
3. Social identity, social dramaturgy and social memory 
The theory of social identity has as a central idea the social category, a category of affiliation or of reference that 
engenders identical images. 
Social identities have self-evaluative consequences and impose behavioral strategies that favor the ingroup 
(Tajfel, 1981). 
The affiliation to the rural environment was and has remained a nobility title. Thus, references were made to the 
community behavioral norms based on respect, good-will, decency and a defining archetypal background. It is the 
environment where role identities functioned and are still functioning, being “obtained by processes of labeling and 
self-labeling (the individual self-defines himself as member of a concrete social category and acts in consequence)” 
(Dincă, 2008, p.75). 
The narrative core of a radiophonic reportage was the story of a five-year-old boy, who at the funeral of his 
grandfather said: “my grandfather has also died (the last blood link with the family in the rural environment). From 
now on, I have no country anymore” („Izvoraşul – revistă radiofonică de etnografie şi folclor”, 2009). 
The reconstitution of the present in the rural space implies difficulties in selecting the identification marks: topic, 
characters and symbolic space. 
Their approach is carried out through the respect of life ritualization, having as a central focus point the identity 
issue and the study of social relationships.  According to the vision of the last generation of the School École des 
Annales, of the team around B. Lepetit (Lepetit, 1995 , p.228-229) by ways of arrangement of the social area and by 
collective and inter-individual practices, that do the game of social comprehension, history becomes a technique 
founded on manipulation (archives, contexts, hypotheses) and experiment. The past must be viewed as a universe of 
resources, and the rural environment, according to us, is the most adaptable to this theory. Oral history has an 
essential role in the reconstruction of the present, the mediation of the immediate by the participation of the 
particular social actor. The event, the common event or the strange event are received through the meanings that the 
actors involved in the role ascribe to the situation (Joule & Beauvois, 1997, p.13). 
It is a social dramaturgy that imposes a dramaturgic reading of the social, cultural, historical phenomenon. 
4. From the „simple joys” to principles and values 
Constantin Noica in the volume „Mathesis or the simple joys” in 1934 (second edition at Humanitas Publishing 
House, Bucharest, 1992, in the collection „Great little books of the universal thinking”) (Eliade, 1934) pleads for the 
geometrical cultures which have as  constitutive notes: order, constructivism and immanence:  „Geometrical cultures 
have laws, have a Mathesis or tend towards one, have grand constructions and create new ones, but do not have, in 
exchange, any reality, any concrete, other than the pale concrete built up by the spirit, for the high glory of the spirit. 
[...] The geometrical culture is part of the order of the spirit; the historical culture is part of the nature order”. 
(Eliade, 1934, p.19). 
Noica proposes, „to draw closer life to an idea”. „Simplify your life, take big parts of it, concentrations, wholes, - 
and operate with them. [...] When life gets harder, be prepared with the schemes. Do not ever let life get over you, 
cover you. You always have something with you  can get to surface again: ideas.” 
It is a pleading for a ritualization in the frameworks of ideas, an ordering of the „born” in favor of the „made”, 
founding of a Mathesis of life and do not have a „dedication to a Mathesis universalis.” 
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Simple joys are coordinates of a circumstantial history. In this resides the novelty of occurrences in the rural 
world, the charm of the dialogue with social actors of this social scene, in an elevated language, not by academic 
euphuisms, but by the simplicity and fluency of ideas on a social dramaturgy ordered by a behavioral code based on 
patterns. It is maybe the secret of reception of journalistic products with topics from rural life by two categories: 
those who claim “their origin” in this environment and mentally reconstitute a past life (known from the personal 
experience or from oral history) and those who discover “small and simple joys” of a stable world, “at view”, 
ordered, arranged by principles that changed history and history could not change. 
Such a „world” is investigated by journalists only abiding by values and principles, in a vision that imposes a 
mission. 
The vision of Romanian public radio is that of being the most credible and efficient means of information and 
formation/training of the public. The quip “I heard it on the radio” functioned well before 1989 as reference point of 
credibility. In a constellation of public and private radio stations the following question arises: ” On which radio?” 
Open item. The mission of the public radio is to impose essential functions: information, education, entertainment 
and especially the promotion of national identity in a world of diversity. The public radio is the main source of 
information on Romania, both inside the country and abroad.  
And amongst the fundamental principles we retain in this context of the topic tackled upon, social dramaturgy 
and social memory, observers and not involved actors, which warranties the credibility and generates respect 
towards the public. The public has a multitude of voices. The role of the public radio is to offer them the possibility 
to be heard. Hence, the typology of profiles on the axis of radiophonic communication. 
4.1. The journalists’ profile 
At a brief analysis of human resources employed directly in radiophonic production at Regional Radio Romania 
we arrived at the following data that can give us a clue on the profile of the journalist at the regional public radio:  
Proportion:40% editorial department; 60% technical and administrative department 
Regional Radio Journalists’average 
age 
No of employees Higher education 
studies 
Radio Constanţa 42 62 36 
Radio Craiova 48 73 31 
Radio Iaşi 47 84 43 
Radio Reşiţa 41 21 7 
Radio Bucureşti 40 67 23 
Radio Tg. Mureş 43 88 45 
Radio Timişoara 42 88 46 
Twenty years ago (carrying out again activity in regional radio stations in December 1989, after a four-year 
pause, 1985-1989) these journalists were at the beginning of their career in the press. They have adapted themselves 
to the radiophonic environment, achieving a synthesis between the experience of editors with activity before 1989 
and the opening towards new ways of conceiving radiophonic programs. 
The institutional training is necessary not only to journalists, but also to the employees in the technical and 
administrative department, since journalistic techniques suppose the implementation of modalities that imply 
knowledge in both domains. 
4.2. The demographic profile of the public results from the audience surveys carried out at national level and 
analyzed by Gold Group of the Romanian Society of Radio-broadcasting. 
Regional Radio Romania has a general profile with a contact of information of regional interest and a contact of 
entertainment with educational target. The musical format is AC, completed with Romanian folk music. The target 
public is urban and rural, average age over 40 years old. As ratio in programs, the informative structures represent 
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45%, the educative, cultural, religious structures represent 10%, and entertainment (inclusively musical programs)- 
45%. 
At national level, Radio Romania had a mark share of 14.2 in 2008, in the urban area of 8.3%. On genders, the 
proportion is equal 50.9 % men, 49.1% women, average age represents  49.5 % of the target public, education -Low 
education: 69,4%, activity - 43% active, 57% inactive. In terms of residence, the rural area is a loyal listener: 60%, 
with equal regional disposing: approx. 335 in the regions, 1% in Bucharest. 
 The journalism of proximity is in fact a traditional radio (over 50 years of existence) with notoriety due to 
longevity, loyalty, during dictatorship (many villages connected to radio antennas listened more to the regional radio 
than to the national radio) and due to habit (for elderly people), with a equidistant position even before 1989, when 
television was used by the communist propaganda (hence the saying: “You lied the people with the television!” but 
also the quip “I heard it on the radio! So “It’s true!”). 
The future of the radio in Europe, claim the analysts, is that of local and regional radio, either public or private. 
The evolution of audience in the case of Romanian radio-broadcasting confirms this assertion. The public radio can 
be listened to live and on the Internet, but listening to the traditional “device”, especially in the rural environment, 
by the elderly public is a certainty. The elderly public is less interested in mobile telephony which mediates news 
and music transmission on the portal of private radios. Consequently, this age segment will be a loyal listener of the 
regional public radio station. 
The proportion of radio broadcasts with rural topics or magazine (mosaic) with topics of the rural world is of 
approximatively 30%. For example, Radio “Oltenia” Craiova daily has 3 musical broadcasts (folk music), 2 news 
and social broadcasts (with illustration 50% folk music), 1 thematic broadcast (“Village Hour”), 6 broadcasts, that is 
300 minutes of folk music and interesting topics from and on rural environment. 
Villages Antenna, a national public radio station with rural topics has as target group inhabitants from the rural 
area, irrespective of their age. The market share was of 7% in 2008, that is an increase as compared to the audience 
from 2005, from 4.1%. The urban environment is also a consumer of radiophonic products of this national public 
radio station (a market share of 4.3%, with the same tendency of audience increase). 
Men represent a ratio of 54.8% of the total of the target public. The average age represents a proportion of 55.7% 
of the total target public, but the public over the age of 50 (segmented) is of approx. 70%. Medium education, 
inactive public: 67.9%. 
The greatest audience is registered in Muntenia and Dobrogea (70.9%), Moldova represents 3.6%, Transilvania 
and Banat 9.2%. The rural environment is a loyal listener: 65.5%, the urban over 50,000 inhabitants: 15.2%.  
It is a niche radio station with the most persuasive profile by mixes of two contracts of communication: 
informative and musical (the other are focused on the editorial combination mixing different informational contents 
with music-detained profile). 
Obtaining loyal listeners was one of the objectives of this national public radio station and the objective was 
achieved even though the radio station is rather new. It claims its history from the „common” trunk; Radio Romania 
News. 
4.3. The editorial profile 
The regional public radio and the public radio specialized in reflecting rural civilization are the promoters of 
keeping an archive, of maintaining the authentic musical record library with the help of which we can reconstitute 
the spiritual profile for the Romanian rural environment and with the help of which we can reconstruct “the social 
face” (Goffman, 2003, p.57). 
The inevitable social dramaturgy supposes a dramaturgic achievement. „In order for a radiophonic to seem 
informal, spontaneous and relaxed, the presenter must construct his script with care, testing each phrase, so that it 
observes the contents, the language, the ritual and the speed of common speech.” (Hilton, 1953, p.399-404). 
The mediation of event supposes a „script”. Within the rural topic a double comprehension grid imposes itself. A 
first level grid, accessible to a heterogeneous public who does not necessarily benefit by an initiation in the domain 
or a personal archive with experiences or only random contacts with the rural environment, or another grid, a 
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second-level grid which the public - knowing the environment comprising a verbal and behavioral code common 
with the invoked environment – can relate itself to. 
From the perspective of reconstitution, this space, of the rural life and of villagers’ civilization, imposes more 
than in other cases an identification, a recognition, a „reliving” of ancient frameworks. „So it was in other times!” 
„So we have seen!” are emblematic phrases for the effort of adequate reconstitution. 
For the radio journalist, more or less specialized in the rural domain the relationship between „reality and 
counterfeit” (Erving Goffman) becomes very important. 
„A status, a position, a social place does not represent a material thing, to be possessed and then showed off, but 
an appropriate behavioral model, coherent, embellished and well articulated.” (Goffman, 2003). It is the art of 
creating radiophonic images and sound effects, by overbidding context and the presence of social actors. 
Nevertheless, we cannot oversee the constraints of social reality (Poppe & Linssen). 
5. Conclusions - The radio market in Romania 
1992 is the year of approval of the Audiovisual Law that allowed the instantaneous liberalization of the 
audiovisual market. In three years there were founded 150 private radio stations, most of them at regional level. 
According to the latest report of CAN, in 2007 the radio market in Romania had 31 private radio stations with 
satellite emission and 4 public radio stations with satellite emission. The situation of terrestrial emission is even 
more eloquent for radio competition: 597 local private  radio stations with terrestrial emission and 17 radio stations 
with the same type of emission. 
The segmentation of public was done depending on age and residence environment. In the mid 90s, the first 
private radio networks (Contac, ProFM) gained audience by adopting editorial formats acknowledged on other 
markets (Contact) or as result of several studies on the local market (ProFM). 
From the analysis of the segmentation of the public we can draw the conclusion that young people in the urban 
area represent the main target of private radio stations (increased audience and consumption of advertising 
products). 
At the beginning of 2000 Radio 21 is founded, as well as Europa FM and Kiss FM by market strategies and 
editorial formats. The competition for public radio stations becomes more and more serious, many of them lose the 
segment of young age, and gain the average age segment of people over 50 years old. Europa FM situates itself 
comfortably for the public of 25-45 years old, with an already acknowledged format in France(Europe): news, soft 
information and an AC musical format.  
The age category 25-40 years old is today disputed by the competition due to the launching on the former 
network Radio Romantic of Radio ZU. 
At urban level, the groups Legarderi (French) and Prosieben (which bought the Scandinavian group SBS in 2008) 
are in competition for the urban environment: Kiss FM and Magic FM. 
The rural area is not reactive to the editorial repositioning of the national private radio stations. 
InfoPRO inaugurated in 2004 a new type of positioning on the Romanian radio market: the niche format. It is a 
“niche of the niche” and the reflex in audience is of only 2%. 
The tendency in the past few years has been one of creation of little satellites around the acknowledged stations 
of private trusts. It is a massive segmentation of the market by the multiplication of niche stations. The audience 
volume is calculated by the summing up of audiences of the trust (less and less listeners know whom little stations 
pertain to, or whom little niche stations like radio One FM (ProSieben) (or Gold FM (Intact) pertain to. 
On the same principles functions another of the trusts’ directions: the development of a constellation of 
specialized sites around one station (e.g. Europa FM) and the portal Vodafone live, with the tendency of extension 
to other portals of the other operators of mobile telephony. 
The other private radio stations with national coverage have launched online radio stations placed on different 
musical niches. ProFM for example, has launched 12 stations appreciated by the age segment 25-45 years old: Gold, 
Rock, Latino and so on. 
The next years will impose new local radio stations already announced on the market (Adevarul trust) and which 
will affect the audience of the regional public radio, and the founding of area/regional networks. 
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Classical program production will be replaced by the production of contents, distributed through different 
channels on air or on line. 
Listening to live radio will be in competition with portals with complex contents (music, news) and with facilities 
of virtual communication (blogs, chats). 
The strategy of resources and internal organization will impose the founding of mass media departments and the 
traditional news departments will become units of multimedia production. 
In this context, listening to the radio in the rural area will become an issue related to a certain positioning.  
People used to listen to the radio in the courtyard, in the garden, in the vineyard. The current acknowledged 
image at the release of portable radios (radio placed on a pole in a certain place) is today a consummated and old-
fashioned image. Mobile telephony is not worn out (as habit) in the active area of the rural environment. The well-
known real event of an operator of audience survey is today a motive of reflection, not only of smile. At the item 
addressed in direct question : “Where do you keep  your radio, Ioane?” the answer is emblematic for a mentality and 
for the listening place: “why are you asking me this? Do you want to steal it from me?” (Teleorman county, 2003). 
It is not only a circumstantial reaction, it is the feeling of affiliation and property, the generator of details out of 
which there will be made up a souvenir about a place, a time, „a scene” with characters. 
Oral history has the greatest impact by radiophonic broadcasts, because it is based upon the creation of empathy, 
an immediate reaction to direct style. It constitutes itself as identity discourse. Identity and memory are inter-
conditioned. Collective memory is a meta-memory, a complex social representation. It is a model of valuation, 
endowed with a role of community pedagogy (M. Halbwachs). 
Radiophonic broadcasts on the rural environment are a memorial story and constitute themselves in a projection 
of identity. Through them, through the tendency of recovery of patterns, society can avoid and win over the identity 
crisis. 
By radiophonic communication we can reconstitute the life story out of „little simple joys”, as necessary 
frameworks for the marking out of a „journey”: „passage/party”. 
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